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SUGAR LAND BIBLE CHURCH
“BRINGING THE BIBLE TO LIFE FOR 38 YEARS
1982– 2016

September 2016

The Kids of the Heavenly Kingdom
will begin August 24, 2016
from 6-8 pm.
Children from ages 4 yrs to 5th grade
are invited to join us !
6:00 begins with dinner
And the games led by Bob Hannan

All SLBC men and teenage boys are
Bible study and this year we will be
invited to attend our Men’s Breaklearning about the Early Church takfast. Please bring your appetite and en from the Book of Acts and the chila huger for God’s Word and fellowdren will be learn and memorizing
ship with like-minded. Contact PerRomans Chapter 12 and
part of Chapter 13.
son: Dan Denham, 281-750-6243
or
Parents please register your
child/children at the information tadanaurora @msn.com
ble in the foyer and specify his/her
t-shirt size. For more information
about the Kids of the Heavenly Kingdom, please see dolly Monroe or KC
Cunningham.
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China Report!
By Betty Cooke

KC Cunningham, Bey Cooke, and Ed Allsteadt in China
How we praise the Lord for an invitation back to China this year! When we left last year, we didn’t have an
invitation to return; however, by around November we had received two invitations. Then a few weeks before we left and after we had purchased non-refundable tickets, one school decided to uninvited us. This resulted in some of the team having two extra weeks to teach in China but not having a place to go. Yet, by
the Lord’s sweet hand, a couple of weeks before we left, a junior high invited us to come and teach.
Of course, we didn’t know anyone at this school or in its city. Friends of friends had acquired the invitation,
and naturally, we believe the Lord had arranged it all. It was definitely a prepared place and a memorable
place.
Next year in July, both cities have invited us to return. For the first city, we will need 20 teachers; and for the
second city we will need 11 teachers, four more than this year. Also, we will have the opportunity to teach in
a University. For this we will need 2 teachers. Teachers could be gone three to four weeks, depending on if
they teach in two cities or just one city.
Please let us know if any of you would be able to go with us and teach English in public schools in China.
We thank you for your prayers this year and ask that you pray for next year as well:
Please pray for seeds to grow in the hearts of those who have heard.
Please pray for excellent team members for next year.
Please pray for necessary materials to be wrien well.

Men’s Bible Study
Tuesday evening—
evening—8:00 pm
Meeting in the Conference room
Studies in Hebrews taught by
David Sandlin
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THE LAST DAYS’ APOSTASY OF THE
CHURCH (Part 6)
Apostasy is an important yet often neglected subject when attempting to comprehend what
the Bible teaches about the end times. Thus, this series of articles is dedicated toward tracing
ten general, biblical characteristics of apostasy. In the previous articles, apostasy was defined as
a movement within Christ’s church representing a departure from known truth. It was also established that apostasy is the central sign revealed in Scripture signaling the near completion of
Andy Woods—
Woods—Pastor
the church’s earthly mission, that warnings against apostasy consume much of the New Testament, and that these New Testament warnings relate to virtually all of Christianity’s most cherished doctrines. Apostasy
is also a phenomenon that occurs internally within the church, is led by individuals considered the least likely candidates to depart from truth, can happen quickly, and is ultimately satanically energized. Moreover, apostasy is destructive
in character and also has a deleterious impact upon those within the church who are attempting to remain faithful to
God’s truth. Apostasy also negatively impacts those who have not taken preventive measures against it. Our previous
article demonstrated the need for aggressive action, or a lack of passivity, in order to counter apostasy’s negative influence. One such aggressive step involves the need to test all things through the grid of the measuring stick of the closed
canon of Scripture. This article will focus on a final way to combat apostasy: by returning to the preeminence and authority of Scripture in our personal lives and local churches.

An Unpopular Command
Paul discussed the reality of apostasy more in the Book of 2 Timothy than in any of his other letters. There, Paul exhorted young Timothy, who was pastoring in Ephesus, to devote himself to Scripture. He said, “Be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth” (2 Tim. 2:15). This
pastoral injunction seems so simple. Yet this is the area where the contemporary American church is most negligent.
For example, T.A. McMahon notes the dilution of the ministry of the Word in many churches.

As we’ve noted, most seeker-friendly churches focus much of their time, energy, and resources on
accommodating unchurched Harry and Mary. Consequently, week after week, the entire congregation
is subjected to a diluted and leavened message. Then, on Wednesday evening, when a fellowship is
reduced to a quarter or a third of its normal size, would it be reasonable to assume that this remnant is
served a nourishing meal featuring the meat of the word, expositional teaching, and an emphasis on
sound doctrine and discipleship? Hardly. We’ve yet to find a seeker-friendly church where that takes
place. The spiritual meals offered at midweek services are usually support group meetings and classes
for discerning one’s spiritual gifts or going through the latest psycho-babble-ized “Christian” bestseller…rather than the study of the Scriptures.
Dr. R. Albert Mohler, Jr., president of The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, observes this same ecclesiastical trend.
While quoting Mark Galli, he notes:

“It is well and good for the preacher to base his sermon on the Bible, but he better get to something relevant pretty quickly, or we start to mentally check out.” That stunningly clear sentence reflects one of the most amazing, tragic, and lamentable characteristics of contemporary Christianity–
impatience with the Word of God. Galli was told to cut down on the biblical references in his sermon.
“You’ll lose people,” the staff member warned. In a Bible lesson on creation, the teacher was requested to come back next Sunday prepared to take questions at the expense of reading the relevant scriptural texts on the doctrine. Cutting down on the number of Bible verses “would save time, and it was
strongly implied would better hold people’s interest.”…Indeed, in many churches there is very little
reading of the Bible in worship, and sermons are marked by attention to the congregation’s concernsnot by adequate attention to the biblical text. The exposition of the Bible has given way to the concerns, real or perceived, of the listeners. The authority of the Bible is swallowed up in the imposed
(Continued on Page 4)
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authority of congregational concerns. As Mark Galli notes: It has been said to the point of boredom
that we live in a narcissistic age, where we want to fixate on our needs, our wants, and our hopes–at
the expense of others and certainly at the expense of God. We do not like it when a teacher uses up the
whole class time presenting her material, even if it is material from the Word of God. We want to be
able to ask our questions about our concerns, otherwise we feel talked down to, or we feel the class is
not relevant to our lives…Don’t spend a lot of time in the Bible, we tell our preachers, but be sure to
get to personal illustrations, examples from daily life, and most importantly, an application we can
use. The fixation on our own sense of need and interest looms as the most significant factor in the marginalization and silencing of the Word. Individually, each human being in the room is an amalgam of
wants, needs, intuitions, interests, and distractions. Corporately, the congregation is a mass of expectations, desperate hopes, consuming fears, and impatient urges. All of this adds up, unless countered by
the authentic reading and preaching of the Word of God, to a form of group therapy, entertainment,
and wasted time–if not worse. Galli has this situation clearly in his sights when he asserts that many
congregations expect the preacher to start from some text in the Bible, but then quickly move on “to
things that really interest us.” Like…ourselves…. The Biblical formula is clear–the neglect of the
Word can only lead to disaster, disobedience, and death. God rescues his church from error, preserves
his church in truth, and propels his church in witness only by his Word–not in congregational selfstudy. In the end, impatience with the Word of God can be explained only by impatience with God.
We–both individually and congregationally–neglect God’s Word to our own ruin.
Even professors at leading evangelical institutions have also noticed a precipitous decline in the Bible knowledge of their
incoming students.

For the last four years, the Bible and Theology department at Wheaton College in Illinois has studied
the biblical and theological literacy of incoming freshmen. These students are intellectually ambitious
and spiritually passionate. They represent almost every Protestant denomination and every state in the
country. Most come from strong evangelical churches and possess a long history of personal devotion
and Christian involvement (regular church attendance, youth groups, camps, missions, etc.). They use
the Bible regularly–but curiously, few genuinely know its stories. The Bible has become a springboard
for personal piety and meditation, not a book to be read. These students very likely know that David
killed Goliath, but they don’t know why he did it or that Goliath was a Philistine or who the Philistines
were. When asked to complete a test in which a series of events must be placed in order, our students
returned surprising results. One-third of the freshmen could not put the following in order: Abraham,
the Old Testament prophets, the death of Christ, and Pentecost. Half could not sequence: Moses in
Egypt, Isaac’s birth, Saul’s death, and Judah’s exile. One-third could not identify Matthew as an apostle from a list of New Testament names. When asked to locate the biblical book supplying a given story, one-third could not identify Paul’s travels in Acts, half did not know that the Christmas story was
in Matthew or that the Passover story was in Exodus.
This dangerous trend is also expedited through the postmodern epistemology that claims that the true meaning of the
biblical text is virtually unknowable. According to Kristen Bell, wife of prominent emergent church pastor Rob Bell, “I
grew up thinking that we’ve figured out the Bible…that we knew what it means. Now I have no idea what most of it
means.”

A Critical Command
These departures notwithstanding, the most effective bulwark against apostasy is a return to the centrality of Scripture.
Productive things begin to transpire when God’s Word is once again given its proper place. Spurgeon once analogized
returning to the Scripture in the local church to releasing a lion from its cage. Similarly, Paul explained that the Word of
God is not only profitable for our initial salvation but also for our sanctification and equipping (2 Tim. 3:15-17). Thus, he
pleaded with Timothy to preach the Word when it is both popular to do so and when it is not (2 Tim. 4:2). Interestingly,
of the many items that the early church gave themselves to such as prayer, evangelism, communion, and benevolence
(Acts 2:41-47), the first item mentioned was a single-minded devotion to apostolic doctrine (Acts 2:42). Why? Such a
doctrinal focus equipped the church to fulfill all these other activities. Unless Scripture occupies a preeminent place in
our lives and churches, spiritual maturity is an impossibility (Eph. 4:11-16; 1 Pet 2:2). The Scripture has the ability to feed
the deepest yearnings and needs of the human heart like no other book (Deut. 8:3; Matt. 4:4). Job explained, “I have
treasured the words of his mouth more than my necessary food” (Job 23:12).
Continued on Page 5
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The general trajectory of national Israel throughout the pages of the Old Testament is one of rebellion and disobedience. However, there are a few recorded instances of a revival and a return to God. These seasons of refreshment are
always marked by an important prerequisite: a return to Scripture. For example, the many reforms that took place in Josiah’s day was preceded by not only the discovery of the Law in the temple after many years of neglect but also by a desire to honor and embrace it (2 Kgs. 22). Similarly, the great revival that broke out among the post-exilic community in
Nehemiah’s day (Neh. 9–12) was also preceded by Ezra the scribe standing upon a high platform in order to read and
explain God’s Word to God’s people (Neh. 8). This same pattern can also be found throughout the last two thousand
pages of church history. For example, the Protestant Reformation would likely never have taken place unless the reformers had focused upon God’s Word alone and made it their ambition to build proper doctrine upon it. Despite the encroachment of apostasy in our own day, we find that we have the ability to protect ourselves from its influence to the
extent that we return to the fidelity, authority, and centrality of Scripture.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————-

T. A. McMahon, “The Seeker-Friendly Way of Doing Church,” The Berean Call, March 2004, 2.
Albert Mohler, “Falling on Deaf Ears?–Why So Many Churches Hear So Little of the Bible,” online: www.AlbertMohler.com, 19
February 2010, 1-4.
Gary M. Burge, “The Greatest Story Never Read,” online: www.christianitytoday.com, accessed 26 March 2010, 1-2.
Kristen Bell; quoted in Andy Crouch, “The Emergent Mystique,” Christianity Today, November 1 2004.

Announcements!!!
FYI—
FYI
—For clarity, the proper procedure for announcements (for inclusion in the bulletin OR to be announced from the pulpit) in to e-mail them to Carol, with a cc to Jim,
no later than 4:p.m. on Tuesday. However, if you do have to leave a hard copy, please
be sure to let us know by e-mail or phone call so it won’t be overlooked.
The procedure for adding to the “scrollin announcements” is to send your information directly to Laud or Dennis, not to the office. Thank you—the SLBC office

Security is not the absence of
danger but the presence of God
no matter what the danger.
Daily Walk July 16, 2016 pg.22

The Cornerstone Newsletter deadline for
News articles is the 19th of each month. You
can e-mail Patricia Chandler at:
earlbudc@att.net or send information to Carol
Henry at Carol@SLBC.org

Scripture for the Month: Ephesians 3:20-21
Now to Him who is able to do exceedingly abundantly
above all that we ask or think, according to the power
that works in us, to Him be glory in the church by Christ Jesus
to all generations, forever and ever. Amen.
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Begins
September 6, 2016
The Book of Colossians
Teacher:
Teacher: Patricia Chandler
9am—
9am—11am
Meeting in the Fellowship Hall

Nehemiah Chapter 8—
8—13 &Malachi
Teacher:
Teacher: Betty Cooke
Evening class 7pm—
7pm—8 pm

In January 2017 Betty Cooke will
begin teaching
the Book of Galatians for both morning
and evening classes.
The beginning date is to be determined.
*Child Care will be provided
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The Work Continues
Greetings!
You have showed up in an incredible way to help your flood survivor neighbors. Nine weeks ago,
families in Rosenberg, Richmond, Simonton and beyond abruptly left their homes as flood waters
rose, not knowing what would happen next. Second Mile joined many organizations who responded to immediate needs, with help from you.

$98,635

$55,553

Contributions to the Brazos River
Flood Recovery effort from individuals, foundations, churches, organizations, and companies.

Amount expended so far to assist
flood survivors with food, clothing,
personal care items, cleaning supplies, temporary housing, transportation assistance, and other direct financial assistance.

Because of your generous giving to East Fort Bend Human
Needs Ministries and with the combined efforts of other Fort
Bend County ministries, we were able to distribute to over 700 needy
children new shoes, new backpacks as well as school supplies needed for
each grade level. To experience the joy on the faces of each child was
more than enough reward for all the work that had gone into the collection for these items. Many thanks to all who contributed to make this effort successful.
Sugar Land Bible Church was extremely generous in providing over 51
Pre-school children all the necessary items that they needed for school.
We receive enough to help purchase new back packs and new shoes.
Praise the Lord for you all and for the love that you showed to those in
need. Love to you all in Christ, Pat Chandler, Board member and your representative.
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“The unfolding of your Word gives light.” Psalm 119:130

Wednesday Night Adult Bible Study

“P ! 119”
Teacher: Earl Chandler
Prayer and Bible Study begins at 7:00 pm
There is a powerful reason to study Psalm 119. It is the longest Psalm in
the Bible; in fact, it has more verses (176) than any other chapter in the
Bible; and everyone of them has something to say about the Word of
God, its purpose, its beneﬁts and its value. W.W. Wiersbe says “This
Psalm describes how the Word enables us to grow in holiness and handle the persecu4ons and pressures that always accompany an obedient
walk of faith”
The Word of God performs many ministries in the life of the devoted believer. It keeps us clean (Ps. 119:9), it guides us (Ps. 119:24, 33-35, 105),
it helps us to pray eﬀec4vely (Ps. 119:58) and it gives us hope (119:49).
Loving the Word will help us ﬁnd and fulﬁll God’s purposes (119:73). If
we delight in His Word, learn it, treasure it within, and obey what it
says, the Lord will work in us and through us to accomplish great things
for His glory.
I pray as we study Psalm 119 we will not only know more about Him,
but will love Him more and more. By conforming to the Word of Christ,
we will become more of what He wants us to be and give Him the glory.
Earl Chandler
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Sunday School hour, at Sugar Land Bible Church.
This series will be a continuation of the teaching Andy
initiated on Wednesday evenings during the Spring quarter,
and which has proceeded throughout the Summer.
We will continue meeting in the sanctuary, and this will be the
only Adult Class we offer for the 2016 Fall Quarter. The reason for this, is that all of the topics discussed in the Bible, this
subject of Salvation is perhaps the most paramount from the
human viewpoint, and most importantly, a correct understanding of its contents determines where we spend eternity
(Gal. 1:6-9). Since this is true, we want to ensure that our membership and regular attenders have a clear understanding of
this vital topic.
If you have been unable to attend previous sessions or if you
think that you might miss one or more in the future, don’t
worry! We have you covered. All of these classes will continue
to be videotaped and archived on our website (www.slbc.org)
for your benefit, so be sure to take advantage of that.
The format for the classes remains the same. Pastor Woods will
begin teaching at 9:45AM and there will be a questions and answers period from 10:35 to 10:45 AM. The class will conclude
at 10:45AM. Since we will be videotaping, we ask that you arrive promptly.
We hope and pray that many of you will take advantage of this
opportunity to come and study with us, and we look forward to
what God will do in our lives, through these sessions of study in
"His Word.". ☺

